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12 November 2021 Lethal Adversary

Intro
Hermione
Harry, we've confirmed the creation of a second Lethal Adversary, one resembling Dolores
Umbridge. I've told our SOS Task Force volunteers to engage with extreme caution. Given how
cruel the real thing could be and how much suffering she inflicted, they're likely incredibly
dangerous.

Harry
That explains the truly vile nightmares I had about her last night. Ginny kept having to assure
me that the real Umbridge is locked away in Azkaban, where she belongs.

Hermione
Constance may be joining her soon. In the meantime, we should consider stationing additional
Aurors in and around her holding room. The Unforgivable might try to use this attack to break
her out.

Harry
You're treating Constance like she's some incredibly dangerous Dark witch. We don't even
know for certain that she's part of the cabal yet!

Hermione
I love you, Harry, but you're too trusting. And when fighting against The Unforgivable, that can
be dangerous, even deadly. We have to proceed with caution when addressing both Constance
and this surge.

Outro
Harry
I didn't think I could hate Umbridge any more than I already did, but I was wrong.

Hermione
If The Unforgivable's attacks continue like this, it won't be long before we're essentially facing
an army of Dark Lords. If - or when - that happens, can we really ask our volunteers to put
themselves in harm's way?

Harry
We don't really have a choice, do we? Other than an assumption that this is the work of
another member of The Unforgivable, we have no idea who's been conducting these Adversary
attacks since Gareth Greengrass stopped.

Hermione
I've been putting off visiting Constance personally because... Well, to be frank, I wasn't sure
what to say to her. But I think it's time we talked. She may know something about these
attacks.

Harry
Just... try not to jump to conclusions, all right? Constance has been our friend and coworker for
years. She deserves, at the very least, to have a chance to explain herself.



Original Unused
Intro
storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_intro_content_00
Constance, have any SOS Task Force volunteers reported an encounter with a new Adversary?

storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_intro_content_01
Unfortunately, yes. I was actually just about to tell you that we've confirmed the creation of a
second Lethal Adversary, one resembling disgraced Ministry official Dolores Umbridge.

storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_intro_content_02
I thought so. I had some truly vile nightmares about her last night. Ginny kept having to
remind me that the real Umbridge is locked away in Azkaban, where she belongs.

storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_intro_content_03
I know Dolores Umbridge was extremely prejudiced and cruel. But, if I'm being honest, I'm
having a hard time taking someone who looks like that seriously as an enemy.

storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_intro_content_04
Only because you've never had the displeasure of knowing the real Umbridge. That woman is
one of the most dangerous, evil people I've ever met, and I've known all manner of Dark
wizards and mass-murderers. We must approach these new Adversaries with extreme caution.

Outro
storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_outro_content_00
You were absolutely right, Harry. Dolores Umbridge's looks are deceiving. I barely managed to
make it out of some of those Adversary battles. She's a truly Lethal threat.

storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_outro_content_01
I didn't think Umbridge could get more intolerable, but The Unforgivable have proven me
wrong. I wish we knew why they're continuing and even ramping up these Adversary attacks.

storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_outro_content_02
If it was to ruin the colour pink for me, then mission accomplished.

storyboard_event_adversaries_0020_outro_content_03
Are they trying to sow fear? To demonstrate their power? Or are they hoping these new Lethal
Adversaries will take us out once and for all?


